
Phonetics & Phonology

Linguistics 

General Information

Instructor: Joey Sabbagh
Email: sabbagh@uta.edu

Class Time & Location: :PM-:PM,
COBA 
Office Hours: Monday PM-PM or by ap-
pointment, Hammond Hall 

Course Overview
Phonology is concerned with the grammar of speech sounds—speci cally, with discovering
the abstractmental principles which govern how speech sounds are arranged into systems of
contrasts, how they are organized into larger unites such as syllables, and how their features
are manipulated on the basis of the context of occurance (‘sound change rules’). Phonology
also deals with principles governing prosodic aspects of the speech signal, such as stress and
rhythm, tone, and intonation.
is course will be divided roughly into two units:
(i) Segmental Phonology: is unit focuses on speech sounds or segments. We will begin
with a review of phonetics, focussing on production, transcription, and classi cation of seg-
ments. We will then introduce the two fundamental insights underlying the phonological
analysis of segments:    and  . We explore various
applications and elaborations of these insights, and practice techniques for analyzing data
and representing generalizations in the form of  . e notation for
expressing rules that we adopt stems from the tradition of  , and
will include important concepts such as   and .
(ii) Surprasegmental Phonology: In this unit, we exam the organization of segments into
larger units, and the imposition of metrical structure onto such units. We begin the -
 and move our way up to the , paying particular attention to how these units of
structure allow insightful descriptions of stress and tone patterns across languages.
Learning outcomes: By the end of this course, you will be familiar with variety of phono-
logical processes. You will will know how to analyze complex phenomenon and determine
generalizations, which you will additionally be able to state and formalize is a particularly
precise way. You will additionally develop technical writing skills.





Sequence of Topics (subject to changes)

• A. Course overview, Phonetics (recap. from Ling )

• B. Natural classes

• B. Basic phonemics

• C. Phonemic analysis

• D. Phonological rules

• E. Features

• F. Morphology, Alternations and neutralization

• G. Rule ordering

• H. Stress

• I. Syllabi cation and prosodic structure above the syllable

Course requirements
• Problem sets (approximately ). Problem sets will generally be handed out onurs-
day and due in class the followingursday. Solutions to problems sets must be typed
and are expected to have an essay style structure (more speci c guidelines will be dis-
cussed when the rst assignment is handed out).

• In class midterm. e midterm will have the same format as a problem set.

• Take home final exam. e nal will also have the same format as a problem set.

Grading
Problem sets, the midterm and the nal will receive a letter grade. In calculating your nal
grade, each letter grade you earn will be converted to a numerical value between  and  as
follows: A = , A- = ., B = , B- = ., C = , C- = ., D = , D- = . and F = . At the end
of the semester, grades will be averaged and weighed based on the percentages stipulated
below to determine your nal grades. Final grades will be assigned as follows: - = A,
- = B, -  = C, - = D, - = F.

• Problem sets, midterm, and nal exam = 

• Final exam = 

• Active engagement (participation) = 





Other Information

Textbook: e textbook for this course is: English Phonetics and Phonology, by Philip Carr.
Althoughwewill make use of this text, much of what you learn in this class will emerge from
in-class discussion and collaborative problem solving (in and out of class). It is therefore
important that you attend every class, as much of the material that you will be required to
know will not be found in the book.

Class Policies
Working together: You are encouraged and expected to work together on all assignments
for this course, including the midterm and nal exam. However, unless otherwise speci ed,
what you turn inmust be your ownwork. If you dowork with others on assignments, always
identify your collaborators.

Attendance & Late Assignments: Attendance is required. If you miss more than  classes,
you will not receive active engagement credit. Assignments must be turned in on time, and
will generally not be accepted late.

Grade Issues
You should always feel free to discuss your grades and progress in this course with me. In
fact, you should do so, early and oen! If you receive a grade on an assignment that is less
than you were expecting, you should also always feel free to discuss this issue with me. To
do so, please schedule an appointment to visit me in person to review your assignment. Do
not approach me with grade issues immediately aer a class, and do not wait until the end
of the semester to discuss an assignment from a much earlier point in the semester.

Electronic Devices: Electronic devices (laptops, cell-phones, etc.) are not to be used during
class. If you think that you have a compelling reason why you must use an electronic device
such as your laptop during class, then feel free to bring this reason to me. Otherwise no
electronic devices are allowed. Failure to comply with this policy will negatively impact your
active engagement grade. If you need to use your phone, etc. please leave the classroom to
do so. Failure to comply with this class policy will negatively affect your participation grade,
and will create an unpleasant distraction in the class.





Varia
Grade Grievances: Any appeal of a grade in this course must follow the procedures and
deadlines for grade-related grievances as published in the current undergraduate catalog.

Drop Policy: Students may drop or swap (adding and dropping a class concurrently) classes
through self-service in MyMav from the beginning of the registration period through the
late registration period. Aer the late registration period, students must see their academic
advisor to drop a class or withdraw. Undeclared students must see an advisor in the Uni-
versity Advising Center. Drops can continue through a point two-thirds of the way through
the term or session. It is the student’s responsibility to officially withdraw if they do not plan
to attend aer registering. Students will not be automatically dropped for non-attendance.
Repayment of certain types of nancial aid administered through the University may be re-
quired as the result of dropping classes or withdrawing. For more information, contact the
Office of Financial Aid and Scholarships (http://wweb.uta.edu/ses/fao).

Americans withDisabilities Act: eUniversity of Texas at Arlington is on record as being
committed to both the spirit and letter of all federal equal opportunity legislation, includ-
ing the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). All instructors at UT Arlington are required
by law to provide ”reasonable accommodations” to students with disabilities, so as not to
discriminate on the basis of that disability. Any student requiring an accommodation for
this course must provide the instructor with official documentation in the form of a let-
ter certi ed by the staff in the Office for Students with Disabilities, University Hall .
Only those students who have officially documented a need for an accommodation will have
their request honored. Information regarding diagnostic criteria and policies for obtaining
disability-based academic accommodations can be found at www.uta.edu/disability or by
calling the Office for Students with Disabilities at () -.

Academic Integrity: All students enrolled in this course are expected to adhere to the UT
Arlington Honor Code:

I pledge, onmy honor, to upholdUTArlington�s tradition of academic integrity, a tradition
that values hard work and honest effort in the pursuit of academic excellence.

I promise that I will submit only work that I personally create or contribute to group col-
laborations, and I will appropriately reference any work from other sources. I will follow the
highest standards of integrity and uphold the spirit of the Honor Code.

Student Support Services: UT Arlington provides a variety of resources and programs de-
signed to help students develop academic skills, deal with personal situations, and better
understand concepts and information related to their courses. Resources include tutoring,
major-based learning centers, developmental education, advising and mentoring, personal
counseling, and federally funded programs. For individualized referrals, students may visit
the reception desk at University College (Ransom Hall), call the Maverick Resource Hot-
line at --, send a message to resources@uta.edu, or view the information at
www.uta.edu/resources.

Electronic Communication: UT Arlington has adopted MavMail as its official means to





communicate with students about important deadlines and events, as well as to transact
university-related business regarding nancial aid, tuition, grades, graduation, etc. All stu-
dents are assigned a MavMail account and are responsible for checking the inbox regularly.
ere is no additional charge to students for using this account, which remains active even
aer graduation

Student Feedback Survey: At the end of each term, students enrolled in classes categorized
as lecture, seminar, or laboratory shall be directed to complete a Student Feedback Survey
(SFS). Instructions on how to access the SFS for this course will be sent directly to each
student throughMavMail approximately  days before the end of the term. Each student�s
feedback enters the SFS database anonymously and is aggregated with that of other students
enrolled in the course. UT Arlington�s effort to solicit, gather, tabulate, and publish student
feedback is required by state law; students are strongly urged to participate.

Final Review Week: A period of ve class days prior to the rst day of nal examinations
in the long sessions shall be designated as Final Review Week. e purpose of this week
is to allow students sufficient time to prepare for nal examinations. During this week,
there shall be no scheduled activities such as required eld trips or performances; and no
instructor shall assign any themes, research problems or exercises of similar scope that have
a completion date during or following this week unless speci ed in the class syllabus. Dur-
ing Final Review Week, an instructor shall not give any examinations constituting  or
more of the nal grade, except makeup tests and laboratory examinations. In addition, no
instructor shall give any portion of the nal examination during Final Review Week. Dur-
ing this week, classes are held as scheduled. In addition, instructors are not required to limit
content to topics that have been previously covered; they may introduce new concepts as
appropriate.




